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ABSTRACT :Graphical password is proposed as an alternative solution to text-based alphanumerical passwords. The
password techniques existing currently for authentication have major issues that need to be resolved. The usual
prototype uses selection of the images from the image dataset which are generated at registration phase. The major
challenge here is to remember or recognize the image from the dataset. In order to increase the strength of graphical
passwords a new technique is proposed which generates the password from the selection of combined text and numeric
value contained in image. Thus, in this work an attempt is made further to enhance the strength of graphical passwords
by using image based textual passwords.
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I.
INTRODUCTION
Graphical Passwords were originally described by BLONDER in 1996.A graphical password is an authentication system
that works by having the user select from images, in a specific order, presented in a graphical user interface (GUI).For
this reason, the Graphical password approach is sometimes called g raphical user authentication (GUA).
Use of Graphical PasswordWeb Log-in application.
ATM Machine
.Mobile device.
Why Graphical Password: Hu man can remember pictures better than text, Text Password is Memorable passwords easy
for attackers to guess, but strong system-assigned passwords diﬃcult for users to remember.Reusing same passwords
across many accounts increases the potential impact if one account is compro mised.Bio metric based authentications are
Expensive and inconvenient. They are Bio metric informat ion is part of a person’s identity leads to privacy concern.
II.
RELATED WORK
During the authentication, the user must enter the registered images in the correct sequence. One drawback of this
technique is that since the number of thumbnail images is limited to 30, the password sp ace is small. Each thumbnail
image is assigned a numerical value, and the sequence of selection will generate a numerical password. The result showed
that the image sequence length was generally shorter than the textural password length. To address this pr oblem, two
pictures can be combined to compose a new alphabet element, thus expanding the image alphabet size. Figure 5. A
graphical password scheme proposed by Jansen,et al. [19] Takada and Koike discussed a similar graphical password
technique for mob ile devices. Th is technique allows users to use their favourite image for authentication.
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Figure 1: Draw A secret Technique
The users first register their favorite images (pass -images) with the server. During authentication, a user has to go
through several rounds of verification. At each round, the user either selects a pass -image among several decoyimages or chooses nothing if no pass -image is present. The program would authorize a user only if all verificat ions
are successful. Allowing us ers to register their own images makes it easier for user to remember their pass -images. A
notification mechanism is also implemented to notify users when new images are registered in order to prevent
unauthorized image registration. This method does not n ecessarily make it a more secure authentication method than
text-based passwords. As shown in the studies, users’ choices of picture passwords are often predictable. Allowing
users to use their own pictures would make the password even more predictable, es pecially if the attacker is familiar
with the user. Recall Based Techniques In this section we discuss two types of picture password techniques:
reproducing a drawing and repeating a selection.
An examp le of Pass faces (source: www.realuser.com) ―Pass face‖ is a technique developed by Real User
Corporation [15]. The basic idea is as follows. The user will be asked to choose four images of human faces from a
face database as their future password. In the authentication stage, the user sees a grid of nine fa ces, consisting of
one face previously chosen by the user and eight decoy faces (figure 4). The user recognizes and clicks anywhere on
the known face. Th is procedure is repeated for several rounds. The user is authenticated if he/she correctly identifies
the four faces. The technique is based on the assumption that people can recall human faces easier than other
pictures. User studies by Valentine [16, 17] have shown that Passfaces are very memorab le over long intervals.
Co mparative studies conducted by Brostoff and Sasse [18] showed that Passfaces had only a third of the login
failure rate of text-based passwords, despite having about a third the frequency of use. Their study also showed that
the Passface-based log– in process took longer than text passwords and therefore was used less frequently by users.
However the effectiveness of this method is still uncertain. Davis, et al. [15] studied the graphical passwords created
using the Passface technique and found obvious patterns among these passwords. For examp le, most users tend to
choose faces of people from the same race. This makes the Passface password somewhat predictable. This problem
may be allev iated by arbitrarily assigning faces to users, but doing so would make it hard for people to remember
the password. Jansen et al. [19] proposed a graphical password mechanism for mobile devices. During the
enrollment stage, a user selects a theme (e.g. sea, cat, etc.) wh ich consists of thumbnail photos and then registers a
sequence of images as a password .
PROB LEM FORMULATION
● Current password scheme is sometime not easy to memorized.
●
Basic image password is hard to memorized somet ime as it has to be chosen by the user and a image need to
remember.
● Prototype execution is high and tough to remember.
● Blur images are sometime not clear to understand and recognize while reg istering the user.

III.
PROPOS ED ALGORITHM
To make Authentication technique which use text based on image set and make image authentication technique easy
to memorize but hard to use by different user or robotic attacks. In order to reduce easy of use for the genuine user.
we have worked on to remove blurring un-identified image problem and enhancing the system on providing clear
images.In order to enhance security and user experience propose text-image based authentication algorith m. In this
approach, propose a technique which is text image oriented password scheme in wh ich nine images containing text
and using which selection will provide the data containing in it. Th ree levels of difficult ie s are defined for the user
registration phase, the password need to get select from the set of numeric and text values from the dataset. The final
password will store in the registration time, finally user login will pro mpt for user to select image and select a
password fro m the image attribute appear in co mbo bo x of password text selection.
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Figure2:Proposed Architecture of Experiment
Algorith m Proposed:
Input : Image dataset
Output: textual numeric password
For each(i..(1-9))
{Images are loaded into the screen set.Rotation is applied on to the image to recognize by the user.
}User click on image—loading the data on the images.
Showing them in d rop down fro m i(1--n)
Password selection and storing in the user account.
IV.
EXPERIMENTAL S ETUP
All the experiments were performed using an i5-2410M CPU @ 2.30 GHz processor and 4 GB of RAM running
windows 7. The discussed feature selection algorithms were imp lemented
using language Java. Proposed as well as existing feature selection algorithms were applied one by one in both the
proposed framework for selection of password fro m different user for authentication process. At last, comparative study
was prepared for both frameworks.
To estimate the performance of the system, the fo llo wing fo rmulas are used.
Co mputation time = Final time -initial t ime(in ms), Min imu m time, Maximu m time for authentication process.
V.

RES ULT ANALYS IS

Here in our research we are experimentally going to provide a simu lation of Graphical password system where query will
work with different type of conditions related to past behaviour of query and password system and will help to provide
accurate result.
Here are the described result screen and detail discussion about the result.

Figure 3: Simu lation framewo rk
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The above screen describe about the module first before applying the appropriate visualizat ion technique in the dataset
already available taken fro m and performing the outlier detection technique firstly in order to simulate graphical
password.

Figure 4: Mediu m Select ion
Figure describe about the difficulty level selection three different mediu m of password.

Figure 5: Password Select ion fro m Image then Text

Figure 6: Operation performing
Various operation we can provide and can be applicable once we perform the authentication success on the
proposed technique. Here we
have demonstrated our work in various respects and observed the result and measure the results based on the experiment
performance we have observed and notified that Proposed Text based Graphical technique can be more better when we
are using Authentication technique before applying the application process technique, while dealing with the secure
system before the user can draw the things. Performance Measures Co mputation Time
A training time of a dataset in Javais computed with the help of start and end time class variables defined in the tool and
here as we load the dataset and verifies the eligibility and taking their features for consideration or not is the time takin g
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process to identify and to load the images and selection of password comes under training t ime of a dataset, extract ing
the properties and making them in process format is train ing time.
Average Time
A Average time is the time of process we calculate and obtain the various average of multip le attempts from different id
is made to get authenticate.
Observation:
In result analysis here is the system tolerance detail I have applied some random click and observed my best analysis
result.

time in ms

Table 1: Statically analysis of obtained result

Password Strength
The capacity of password to get access grant while trying for mu ltip le time and providing access to the graphical
password environment to the wrong user.Password strength comes under weak password when we talk about.

Co mputation time
Timing which it take to process the complete scenario.
Graphical analysis:
We have also observed and plotted a bar graph to represent our result analysis part:
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Figure 7: Bar chart p resentation
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Figure 8: Graphical Line graph of Result Obtained
Working on text based graphical algorith m such as our proposed technique authentication will be efficient and easy to visualize and
in order to make it more easy for user to use, such outlier technique will be efficient to use.
VI.
CONCLUS ION
In this paper we have discussed various techniques and our proposed technique model presented by our research. We have observ ed
the result using various computation time of registration and log in process where we find it at level best. As per our observation the
proposed technique is performing and taking long computation time and also it removes the previous shoulder surfing problem
associated with the current algorithm. Our result observed in statically and graphical presentation where it clearly provide us the
accurate result of our proposed technique. A combine approach of graphical selection and then a text password based on object
perform best and hence the approach is better to use in auth entication process in real time. Our future work will be to perform the
proposed approach on web or a model cloud technique for authentication process.
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